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Introduction
The frequently quoted edict that "-the present is the key to the past"
is a powerful analytical and interpretive tool for the geologist. All too
often, however, geologists seem to handle this tool as though it had only
one cutting edge or working surface. They collect large volumes of samples,
fill many notebooks with data, and organize these data into various, hopefully
meaningful, relationships.
And then thev look for modern counterparts,
parallels or analogs. This field trip will illustrate the other approach in
handling the tool.
To this end, the central purpose of this trip is to examine the inter
tidal zone at three localities in the Gouldsboro Peninsula: Sand Cove, Corea,
and Little Moose Island (Schoodic Point).
The substrate, and conditions in
the water column, are different at each of these localities. Differences in
the biota at the three localities are expressions of the differences in the
opportunities presented, which themselves are ultimately dependent on the
physical conditions.
A casual glance at the road log will reveal what appears to be a needless
amount of back-tracking, from Stop 4 to Stop 5. This is made necessary in
part by the one-way road around Schoodic Peninsula, and chiefly by constraints
of the tide, for we cross to Little Moose Island only when the tide has
ebbed sufficiently.
Stops 1, 2, and 5 are in the Schoodic Peninsula portion of Acadia National
Park; Stops 3 and 4 are on private property.
Please help us conduct a field
trip in which due respect is given to all property, public and private alike.
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Itinerary
Mileage
0

Assemble in Frazer Point picnic
taking Rt. 186 east from Winter
right at the Gateway Motel (0.6
The entrance to Frazer Point is
Gateway Motel.

area. This is reached by
Harbor and then turning
miles from Winter Harbor).
1.6 miles south of the

0.2

Leave Frazer Point picnic area and turn right (start one
way road).

0.A
0.9
1.3

First open view to right, across to Mt. Cadillac.
Good view to right, shows cliffs on Ironbound.
Best view, opposite Mark Is., showing Mt. Cadillac, the
Cranberry Islands, Ironbound, Turtle, Porcupine with
glacial plucking from lee side, etc.

2.5

Entrance on left to Schoodic Head road (end mileage log).
Proceed up this road to parking area, and continue on
foot to Schoodic Head.
Stop 1 .

Schoodic Head.

The purpose of this stop is to examine the regional setting.
A brief walk over the summit of Schoodic Head (elevation:AA01)
brings one to a witness post and a panoramic view, north,
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east, and west, of the Gouldsboro Peninsula, the southwestern
tip of which is called the Schoodic Peninsula.
The bedrock of the Gouldsboro Peninsula consists of a number
of different kinds of granite, intruded by basalt and felsite
dikes. Fractures and joints in the bedrock have largely
influenced the results of glacial and marine erosion.
The hills to the north, approximately 16 miles distant, are
monadnocks of granite, part of the Tunk Lake pluton (Chapman,
1968, p. 386), and having a composition and texture generally
similar to the medium- and coarse-grained granites that form
most of Mount Desert Island (Chapman, 1968, p. 388; 1970, p.
41).
Schoodic Mountain, on the left (elevation: 10691) , has
a pronounced asymmetry due to glacial plucking from the southfacing, lee side. The erosion surface above which these and
other resistant monadnocks rise is the New England Peneplain,
and is probably of subaerial origin (Pvaisz, 1929, pp. 138-139).
To the east the peninsula is bounded by Gouldsboro Bay. The
nearer small points of land with intervening harbors, which
make up the irregular submerged coastline of the peninsula
include Spruce Point, Birch Harbor, Prospect Harbor, Cranberry
Point, and Corea. The points of land beyond Gouldsboro Bay
include Dyer Neck, Petit Manan Point, and Grand Wass Island.
The lighthouse flashing on an island about eight miles distant
is Petit Manan Light.
Immediately to the west and northwest is Winter Harbor. A
granite promontory called Grindstone Neck, and Turtle Island
serve to separate Winter Harbor and its approach from
Frenchman Bay, which forms the main western boundary of the
Gouldsboro Peninsula.
Beyond Frenchman Bav, the western
horizon is dominated by Mount Desert Island, with its eastwest range of granite monadnocks, the highest of which,
Mount Cadillac, rises to an elevation of 1530f, and the
nearest of which is Champlain Mountain.
Among the islands in Frenchman Bay to the northwest are
Ironbound and Bald Porcupine, both of which show escarpments
facing generally south. These cliffs are formed by a combina
tion of rock structure and glacial action. The islands in
the northern half of Frenchman Bav, including Ironbound and
Bald Porcupine, are largely canned bv a resistant diorite sill,
intruding clastic Devonian sediments of the Bar Harbor group
(Chapman, 1970, p. 41). On cooling, the sill developed
columnar jointing, and where later deformation caused the sill
to dip gently to the north, as at Ironbound and Bald Porcupine,
weathering and erosion controlled bv the nearly vertical
■joints resulted in the steep south-facing palisades. Glacial
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plucking from the south, lee faces of these cliffs served
to accentuate them. Because of their location well within
Frenchman Bay, it is doubtful that wave action has done
more than simply maintain these cliffs by undermining the
weaker Bar Harbor sediments beneath the diorite columns
(Chapman, 1970. pp.36-37).
Schoodic Head is composed of a fine-grained granite, similar
to that found on the southern part of Mount Desert Island
(Chapman, 1970, p. 91), This fine-grained granite will be
discussed further at Stop 2.
The north-facing stoss slopes of resistant bedrock hills,
such as Schoodic Head, are typically smoothed and polished
by glacial abrasion.
Two examples of preserved glacial polish,
one a few feet south of the witness post, the other near the
summit benchmark, will be seen.
The south-facing lee slope of Schoodic Head is a steep
escarpment with a talus of large granite blocks at its base,
and was formed by glacial plucking and quarrying of the
jointed bedrock.
This typical glacial erosional sculpting of stoss and lee
slopes finds expression on many of the hills and mountains of
the Couldsboro Peninsula and environs. As mentioned above, it
is seen on the monadnocks to the north, and is well developed
on the hills and mountains of Mount Desert Island to the west.
3.0

Resume road log on one-way road, and continue to point
opposite marsh on left between Big Moose and mainland. The
road here is located on one of two tombolos that connect Big
Moose Island to the mainland.

3.4

Intersection road right

4.0

Parking area.
Stop 2 .

to Schoodic Point, two-way traffic.

Schoodic Point

(Note: Although the southern tip of Big Moose Island, which
is now connected to the mainland by two tombolos, is usually
called Schoodic Point, as indicated by road signs, the correct
geographic location of Schoodic Point is the southern end of
Little Moose Island, to the east (Chapman, 1970, p. 87).
However, we will bow to custom and sustain this nomenclatural
error.)
This stop affords a closer look at the rocks that form most
of Gouldsboro Peninsula.
Chief amongst them are the medium to fine-grained granites of the granitic-granophyric phase of
the Bays-of-Maine igneous complex, a generally stratiform and
lopolithic intrusive body, gabbroic below and granitic above,
that invaded Silurian and early Devonian volcanics and
sediments, and was itself later intruded by circular stocks of
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coarser-grained granite, one of which will be seen at
Stop 4 (Chapman, 1962, pp. 883-886; 1968, pp. 386-387).
The particular granite exposed at Schoodic Point is of the
fine-grained variety, and may extend uninterruptedly
beneath the mouth of Frenchman Bay westward to Sutton Island
and Southwest Harbor on the southern half of Mount Desert
Island .(Chapman, 1970, p. 91).
Felsite porphyry dikes, exhibiting flow structures, intrude
the granite, and are perhaps contemporary with the younger
plutons of coarser-grained granite (Chapman, 1970, p. 26).
One such felsite dike will be seen at the western edge of
Schoodic Point, and another will be seen later at Stop 5.
The granites here and elsewhere are also intruded by
numerous basic dikes, of which four distinct groups have
been discerned (Chapman and Wingard, 1958, pp. 1193-1195;
Chapman, 1970, p. 26). At least two of these four groups
are evident on Schoodic Point. An example of a multiple dike
will be seen near the eastern edge of the point.
In examining these rocks at Schoodic Point, one could do no
better than to follow the splendid self-guided tour given by
Dr. Chapman (1970, pp. 91-100), and this we shall, with
slight modifications, do. His description is such a model of
clarity that even a pair of surf-dazed paleontologists were
able to follow it.
Indicators of the direction of flow of the glacier are also
evident at Schoodic Point, and confirm the general regional
north-to-south movement of the ice (Raisz, 1929, pp. 157-159).
These indicators include striae, crescentic gouges, and
crescentic fractures.
4.2

Natural sea wall on right, for 0.3 mile.

4.5

Intersection, back on one-way road.

7.2

Park boundary and beginning of two-way traffic, at Wonsqueak.

9.2

Intersection with R t . 186, at Birch Harbor.
Turn right on Rt. 186.

11.3

Intersection, R t . 195 -joins R t . 186 from left, at Prospect
Harbor.

11.5

Intersection, turn right on

12.5

Sand beach on right.
Stop 3 .

R t . 195, at Prospect Harbor.

Park cars.

Beach in Sand Cove

Part of the rock debris resulting from the erosion of the
rocky headlands is carried out into deeper water; part is
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carried into the bays and coves where it may be deposited
forming beaches. These beaches are constantly being
modified by the deposition of new material and the removal
of dry sand, particularly from the upper part of the beach,
by the wind.
Sand is thus carried inland above the strand-line
forming dunes and helping to infill salt marshes. During storms,
material from such beaches may be moved into deeper water.
There is such a beach at the head of Sand Cove, a rock-bounded
cove approximately 1500 yards east of Prospect Harbor. This
beach shelves gently and is made largely of quartz sand (the
results of a more detailed study of sand samples from this
beach will be distributed at the meeting).
The beach is approximately 400! long in roughly an east-west
direction, and its width varies with the stage of the tide. A
narrow backshore rises to a dune ridge, behind which a tidal
swale occurs, draining into the sea through a boulder field,
then over the beach sand, at the eastern edge of the beach.
The beach is bounded, east and west, by granite outcrops.
The granites are distinctly different on each side. On the
west the granite is medium-grained, pink, with two feldspars.
On the east the granite exhibits a wide range of texture, is
red, and is dominated by one feldspar. The map (C & OS Chart
305) suggests a structural cause for the contrast in granites:
a narrow linear arm of Gouldsboro Bay, called Grand Marsh Bay,
runs nearly into Sand Cove, and may indicate a fault zone.
The sessile benthos to be seen on Little Moose Island and on
the rocks bounding Sand Cove is absent from the sand beach
because it cannot establish itself on an unstable substrate.
Instead, the unconsolidated, loose nature of the substrate creates
opportunities for infauna. The infauna here is not highly
diversified and is exemplified by the Atlantic Jackknife clam,
the soft-shell clam, and Moon snails, represented by their shells
on the beach; amphipods (probably beach-fleas) represented by
their burrows high up on the beach; and worms of some kind
represented by accumulations of ejected sediment resembling
coiled rope in their form.
Some of the organic remains on the beach have been thrown up
from deeper water by the waves. Among these are slipper shells,
sand dollars, and crabs.
There are also biogenic structures on the surface of the sand:
Footprints of gulls and raccoons, and locomotion trails made
by snails. All these are potential trace fossils.
Sedimentary structures, braided stream channels where a stream
crosses the eastern end of the sand beach, and rill-marks,
could be preserved as primary structures in rock.
14.7

Village of Corea.
"Harbor Grocery".

Continue straight ahead, following signs for
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15.2

Harbor Grocery, Corea. Be careful in parking so as to leave
as much room as possible for other cars of grocery customers
to park and turn. Lunch.
Stop 4.

Corea

The harbor at Corea is bounded on the west and north by a
dominantly granitic, low-lying shore-line, and on the east
by an island, also granitic, connected to the mainland by a
tombolo. This tombolo consists of granite pebbles and
cobbles on the east side where it faces Gouldsboro Bay, and a
salt marsh on the west where it faces Corea.
The bedrock belongs to the Corea pluton, a coarse-grained,
two feldspar, porphyritic to sub-porphyritic granite with
rapakivi texture (Chapman, 1968, p. 388).
It is closely
similar to the Tunk Lake pluton, which includes Schoodic
Mountain, to the north.
There is a small sand beach -just south of the Harbor Grocery
on the west side of Corea Harbor. The beach material shows
gradation from angular, weathered granite pebbles, to coarse
arkosic sand. The grains in the arkosic sand are still
generally angular. This material is interpreted as having
been derived from the local bedrock with very little transport.
Hence it may be considered as a granite wash (the results of a
more detailed study of sand samples from this beach will be
distributed at the meeting).
The sand here shows an upper zone, approximately 3 or 4 inches
thick and reddish in color, that is oxidized.
In contrast,
the underlying sand is darker and is presumed to be somewhat
richer in organic matter (Bradlev (1957, p. 652) described a
similar situation in the sandy sediment in Sagadahoc Bay,
Georgetown, Maine).
Abundant castings of ejected sediment,
similar to those seen at Sand Cove, display this darker
sediment.
It is probable that much of the organic matter is
fecal, contributed by the ’worms’ responsible for the castings
seen on the surface. Organic activity is therefore presumed
to be a factor in the reworking of the sediments here.
Other organic remains include shells of the soft-shell clam,
the foraminiferan Elphidium, ostracodes, as well as a number
of trails.
18.9

Intersection, Kt. 195 and R t . 186, in Prospect Harbor.
left and continue on Rt. 186.

Turn

21.3

Birch Harbor.

23.1

Turn left at Gateway Motel toward Schoodic Section, Acadia
National Park.

Continue on R t . 186 toward Winter Harbor.
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26.3

Intersection.

26.9

Entrance, on right, to Blueberry Hill parking area. Park cars, walk
back on road approximately 0.3 mile, and cross tombolo to Little
Moose Island.
Stop 5 .

Bear left toward Birch Harbor and Winter Harbor.

The south end of Little Moose Island

Be careful of your footing in crossing over to the island. Wet
boulders covered by wet bladder wrack tend to be exceedingly slippery.
Approaching the main body of the island, notice the erosional
exposure, on the right, of an 8 1 thick layer of glacial till
deposited on the north side of Little Moose.
Except for thin and
isolated patches of peaty soil, the south side of the island
consists of exposed bedrock.
Further caution is urged in approaching the south end of Little
Moose Island, due to a field of large tumbled boulders, and the
wet rock surfaces near the water's edge.
The bedrock of the south end of Little Moose Island chiefly
consists of a medium-grained granite belonging to the graniticgranophyric phase of the Bays-of-Maine igneous complex (Chapman,
1962, pp. 883-886).
A wide felsite porphyry dike, similar to one seen at Stop 2,
intrudes the granite.
Both the granite and the felsite dike are
themselves later intruded by basic dikes, one of which is a
multiple dike with internal chill borders.
Low cliffs and "holes" have been eroded along the basic dikes and
fracture zones in the granite. The rock surfaces exposed here
support a diversified biota.
Its most conspicuous component is
sessile benthos which has been able to establish itself here
because the substrate is solid.
The biota shows a vertical zonation in, and immediately adjacent
to, the intertidal zone.
Six zones are recognized (Carson, 1955
p. 30-33, 39-123; Edey, 1972, p. 61; Kingsbury, 1970, p. 25-53):
The
The
The
The
The
The

Black Zone
Periwinkle Zone
Barnacle Zone
Rockweed Zone
Irish Moss Zone
Laminarian Zone

The distribution of organisms within the intertidal zone is
determined by a number of environmental factors amongst which the
relative exposure to sea-water and air, and the related
desiccation, temperature fluctuations, and exposure to fresh-water
during rain, as well as competition with other organisms are
perhaps the most important. Those organisms that need the least
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immersion in sea-water and hence are more tolerant to exposure
to air occur in the highest zones; tolerance to exposure to air
thus imposes an upper limit to the occurrence of sessile benthos.
Lower limits, on the other hand, are imposed by competition
from organisms that are better adapted to the conditions in the
lower zones.
The Black Zone is so called because of a film of blue-green
algae on the rocks above the limits of the highest Spring Tides.
The algae in this zone are moistened by salt spray.
The Periwinkle Zone lies below the limit of the highest tides
and above the limit of average high tides.
It is thus covered by
seawater twice in each lunar month, during the Spring Tides.
It
is populated by rough periwinkles, air-breathing viviparous
gastropods which graze on the algae growing on the rocks in this
zone and, during Spring Tides, on the algae in the overlying
Black Zone.
Because of their near adaptation to terrestrial life,
rough periwinkles climb the rocks to higher levels to escape
drowning during the highest, Spring tides.
The Barnacle Zone is a conspicuous white zone caused by the
occurrence, and local extreme crowding, of white balanoid barnacle
shells attached to the rocks. This zone receives the most intense
battering by the waves and barnacles are the only sessile organisms
that have been able to establish themselves here.
Barnacles are
tolerant of considerable exposure to air but need approximately
one hour submergence during a tidal cycle. While submerged, they
feed on small organisms and particles of suspended organic matter,
which they collect on their legs.
Barnacles are fed on by dog
whelks, worms, and fish.
Although balanoid barnacles can survive a greater degree of
immersion, they are not found in any numbers below the barnacle
zone. A number of factors may contribute to their virtual
exclusion from lower zones: First, a greater degree of submergence
may lead to greater contact with, and hence vulnerability to,
predators such as dog whelks.
Second, adult barnacles, already
established on the rocks high up in the intertidal zone, may
attract barnacle larvae by means of a chemical 'scent1 released into
the water.
Third, competition from creatures adapted to the lower
zones may exclude barnacles from those zones.
•
*

The Rockweed Zone is marked by the dense growth of the brown algae
called Rockweed or Bladder Wrack. The upper limit of this zone is
determined by the Rockweed's need for at least an hour of submergence
during each tidal cycle; the lower limit of the zone is determined
by competition from Irish Moss that is better adapted to the somewhat
dimmer illumination in deeper water. The Rockweed Zone is exposed
to air, on the average, for half the time.
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The Rockweed provides hiding-places for a number of animals;
mussels, common periwinkles, smooth periwinkles, limpets, crabs,
and worms.
The Irish Moss Zone is distinguished by the red alga called
Irish moss and is exposed only during the lowest, Spring Tides.
It is populated by sea-urchins, star-fish, and crabs, as well as
the green alga Ulva or sea lettuce.
The Laminarian Zone lies below 'the lower limits of the lowest
Spring Tides and hence is never exposed to the air. Laminaria is
a brown alga, represented here by the Oarweed and kelp. This zone
is populated by sponges, sea-anemones, jellyfish, worms, seaurchins, starfish, crabs, and tunicates.
In addition to the six zones noted here, there is a number of
tidal pools at this locality. These pools are situated in basins
and depressions developed in the fractured zones in the dominantly
granitic bedrock in the intertidal zone.
Salt water is trapped
within these basins and depressions when the tide ebbs. At flood
tide, circulation is restored, nutrients are brought in, and wastes
flushed out.
Because the biota in the tidal pools is never exposed to the air,
it bears a close relationship to the biota of the Irish Moss and
Laminarian Zones. On the other hand, the ponding of water in the
pools during ebb tide causes the environment of the tidal pools to
differ from that of the open water. The water in a tidal pool is
more rapidly warmed by the sun, particularly during the summer.
There is, therefore, a more strongly marked diurnal temperature
cycle in the pools. Metabolic processes of the enclosed biota may
lead to changes in the composition of the ponded water. Furthermore,
the addition of rainwater may markedly reduce the salinity of the
pool. The flushing action of a flood tide may thus cause extremely
rapid changes in the temperature and composition of the water
enclosing the biota of a tidal pool.
The tidal pools at Little Moose Island contain a variety of
algae: red algae include Pink Rock-Crust, a pink encrusting alga;
and Branching Corallina, an erect ramose lime-secreting alga.
Green algae include Cladophora which grows in silky tufts; and
Ulva, the sea-lettuce, which forms bright green membranous sheets.
Brown algae are represented by the Oarweed and kelp. A number of
animal phyla are represented by encrusting sponges, sea-anemones,
chitons, whelks, periwinkles, limpets, mussels, sea-urchins,
star-fish, and tunicates.
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